Cutting Edge Information that Supports Ken Goodman’s Comprehensive Model of Reading

Nine presentations by leading scholars and literacy researchers that explore key aspects of the reading model. Taken together they present, in fuller detail than ever before, how readers make sense of print. The model is comprehensive in that it attempts to be consistent with contemporary theories of language, language development, visual perception, psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics, and brain function.

Order from CELT ,c/o Ken Goodman
7914 South Galileo Lane,
Tucson Arizona 85747
Kgoodman@U.Arizona.edu
Fax 520 7456895

Price for the complete set: $75 plus shipping
Orders of 4 or more $65 each plus shipping
Pay by check or purchase order To CELT
Discount to bookstores
Special price for CELT members: $60

the reading game

A set of three DVDs

Reading as a Psycholinguistic Guessing Game: Key Postulates

The complete video program of the pre-conference presented in Phoenix, February 21, 2009 at the conference of the International Reading Association.

Organized by Ken Goodman
Producer and Director: David Betts
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